Anthracycline antibiotics. Interaction with DNA and nucleosomes and inhibition of DNA synthesis.
We report studies of the interaction of four anthracycline antibiotics, iremycin (IM), daunomycin (DM), aclacinomycin A (AM), and violamycin B1 (VM), with naked DNA, nucleosomal core particles, and 175 base pair (bp) nucleosomes lacking histone H1. In all cases the binding strength increases in the order IM less than DM approximately AM less than VM. The binding substrates increased in affinity for the drugs in the following order: core particles less than 175-bp nucleosomes less than DNA. The apparent DNA length increment per drug bound decreases in the progression IM greater than DM greater than AM greater than VM, the same serial order as is characterized by increasing binding affinity. Dichroism amplitude measurements show that for all drugs the long-wavelength absorbance transition moment is tilted by 26-29 degrees relative to the plane perpendicular to the helix axis; this angle probably corresponds to the long axis tilt of the intercalated chromophore. Finally, it was found that the ability of the drugs to inhibit DNA synthesis by Escherichia coli DNA polymerase I increases in the same order as their binding affinity.